Cumberland Group of Islands Trip September 2016
Trip leader Robin Aurisch Trip planning Robin Aurisch and Jurg Keller
Six of us paddled from Mackay to Shute Harbour over a period of 15 days
We covered 241 km in 15 days at an average speed of 5.4km/hr staying at the following islands
St Bees 2 nights
Brampton 2 nights
Goldsmith 2 nights
Thomas 1 night
Shaw 3 nights
Whitsunday 3 nights
Henning 1 night

GPS Track of Route Paddled Mackay to Shute Harbour

Thursday 8 September
Loaded George’s boat onto my car and left Burpengary to drive to Southside Holiday Village
Rockhampton, arriving at 4pm. Robin and Trevor were in the next cabin to us and all of us went out
for dinner that evening. The other 2 members of our group Jurg and Beatrice Keller would meet in
Mackay.

Friday 9 September
Rained during the night and headed off early to Mackay staying at the Marine Tourist Park a short
distance away from the Marina which was to be our departure point. Met up with Robin’s good
friend Roy who was to be our car shuffle driver. All met for dinner at Slade Pt including Roy.
Beatrice and Jurg drove up from Brisbane and stayed in a motel out of town. It rained heavily during
the night, not boding well for our departure the next day.

Saturday 10 September Day 1

Mackay to St Bees by barge 30km 2.5hrs

30km Barge trip Mackay to St Bees

HT 6.21pm 4.25m
The rain cleared as we left the Park and headed down to the Marina boat ramp at Mackay Harbour.
We found a patch of grass in the car park close to the boat ramp and unloaded our cars and boats,
placing all our gear into Ikea bags to be carried down to the barge. Our hosts at St Bees, Phil, Agnes
and their son Dean met up with us and showed us where the ex marine parks barge was moored.
At this point Richard, Trevor and Jurg did the car shuffle to Shute Harbour accompanied by Roy in his
car. The distance was 164km and took just over 2hrs. The cars were parked in the council car park
at the top of the hill at Shute Harbour, costing us $84 for the 14 day stay, which we were fortunately
able to pay with a credit card in one of the machines. We had previously been advised that only cash
could be accepted.

Unloading cars Mackay Marina

Ready to load on Barge

Barge ready to leave Mackay

Wading Boats Ashore

Arriving at St Bees HT

As the parking machines would only allow a 7 day booking, we were advised to do 2 x 7 day
bookings and to place both tickets under our windscreens. We immediately headed back to Mackay
stopping only to grab some lunch at Airlie Beach.
Meanwhile those left behind, Robin, George and Beatrice had loaded our boats and all our gear onto
the barge. The barge was large enough to transport 1 car, but with a bit of juggling boats and gear,
everything was on board and well protected with old carpets between the boats.
At this point we had a bit of time on our hands before we could leave waiting for the high tide at St
Bees to coincide with our arrival. Finally at 14.30 we left for the 30km trip over to St Bees taking
2.5hrs. We had all been under the impression that the barge would be able to disembark us right
on the beach with the front drop down loading ramp, but that wasn’t to be as the tide wasn’t high
enough to allow this. We anchored about 25m out with a shuffle of people wading the boats to
shore. The barge was then tied up to a mooring and our gear was taken ashore in a 14ft tinny. 3
trips later all was unloaded on the beach and Phil used an ancient tractor and equally ancient quad
bike to bring our gear off the beach and up to the houses. The quad bike pulled a small trailer, but
needed manpower assistance to get up the beach. It was dusk before everything was done and Jurg,
Beatrice, Trevor and Richard in one house and Robin and George in the other.
The accommodation was basic but comfortable, with hot showers, running water, septic toilet and
gas cooking. The generator switched off at 9.30 pm but emergency battery lighting was available
through the night. After a short happy hour and cooking dinner, we all crashed early after an
eventful day.

Sunday 11 September

Circumnavigate St Bees

Day 2 Circumnavigate St Bees 17.5km 3hrs 7

Our Accommodation St Bees

Foreshore St Bees

Richard George Circumnavigate St Bees

George Circumnavigating St Bees

HT 6.49am 3.75m
Woke up to a fine clear day with HT only a few metres back from the houses.
The plan was to split into 2 groups with George and Richard paddling the 17.4km anticlockwise
around St Bees. Our morning tea stop was on a rocky beach next to a small creek running down
from the hills. As we left we came across the next beach around which had a sandy bottom and
would have been much better.
The other group of Jurg, Beatrice, Robin and Trevor paddled the shorter distance anticlockwise
around Keswick and both groups met up on the beach at St Bees at the bottom of the tide. They
anchored their boats and Robin and the others went searching for oysters, while Phil drove his
tractor the 700m across the coral to take George and my boat back to shore. We walked alongside
holding our boats onto the tractor. After one trip Phil decided the tractor was overheating and left
the others to gradually float their boats in with the rising tide.
We spent the afternoon packing our boats ready for the start of our adventure the next day. Phil
and Agnes cooked fish and chips for the group and joined us for dinner

Monday 12 September Day 3

St Bees to Brampton 21.5km 3hrs 38

St Bees to Brampton

HT 7.37 4.11m
We farewelled our hosts who had made us feel most welcome, and were on the water at 8.30 to
paddle to Brampton Island. The wind was a light SE for the 21.5km paddle passing Keswick to the
west and arriving at Brampton SW waypoint at LT. It was quite lumpy as we passed the SW point of

Brampton and then found a channel to the left of the beach with a sandy bottom. The gear was
unloaded with around 4 trips to the beach. Facilities were one flat bench and a table, and toilet 75m
in and well hidden in the bushes. The toilet track was so overgrown and twisty that at night with
only a torch it would have been possible to get totally lost in the dense undergrowth. Happy hour at
4.30 and then cooked under Jurg’s and my light. I was totally buggered and slept well.

Tuesday 13 September Day 4 Brampton to Resort and return 15.8km 3hrs 15

Brampton Camp to Resort

HT 8.19 4.45m
HT was at 8.19 and we left at the top of the tide to paddle anticlockwise around to the Resort. It was
pretty rough with big seas as we went around the southern point, with Robin radioing of calmer
conditions closer to the rocks but Richard George and Trevor were already committed and had some
exciting moments in the confused seas. Had the sails up in around 7knots of SE and paddled
between Carlisle and Brampton stopping at the main resort beach. Speaking to a yachtie moored off
the main beach, we were told that we had to stay below HT mark and also were given directions on
climbing Brampton Peak. We pulled in at the next beach around from the resort, close to a
freshwater dam and next to a spillway. At that point the caretaker drove around and Robin asked
directions for the climb.
Trevor and George stayed behind while the others walked the 5km return trip to the lookout at the
top of the Peak. Once into the track we were sheltered from the breeze and it was a hot climb to
the summit. The views from the lookouts both N and S were magnificent and we were able to radio
the others who were gathering oysters.
Arriving back we thought George and Trevor might have moved the boats down the beach with the
falling tide, but no luck and we carried the boats out a fair distance to get into floatable water. Even
so we only just got across the sandbar between Carlisle and Brampton with some of us walking a few

Brampton Resort from Peak

Richard Robin Beatrice Jurg on top of Brampton Peak

Return from Brampton Resort to camp

metres. Arrived back after 2pm at the bottom of the tide and gradually floated the boats in during
the afternoon.

Wednesday 14 September

Day 5 Brampton to Goldsmith 26km 3hr 55

HT 8.58 4.76m
Fine day with light NE winds for our paddle from Brampton to Goldsmith. We left at 9.30 for the
26km paddle to Goldsmith the longest open water paddle of our trip. No sooner had we got out of
the bay than our sails came up and we had wind assist all the way. We initially headed for the Linne
SW waypoint, which was later changed to Goldsmith SW, but after taking into account the drift NE
on the ebb tide, we reverted back to Linne SW. For a while the wind picked up and had water up to
the skirt making for some exciting sailing. Robin dropped his sail as with his shorter fully laden boat
it tended to nosedive in these conditions. We passed to the left of Tinsmith and Linne Islands with
the tide falling fast in the channel between Linne and Goldsmith. However it wasn’t running through
fast as we had anticipated. The pressure was now on to land at Roylen Bay while we still had
enough water. The coral was already showing just down from the sandy beach as we arrived, and
had to sit the moving boats on the coral as the tide ran out. At this point you realise you can’t be
too precious about your boat and just accept that no boat will return unscathed from a Whitsunday
trip.

Much to our disappointment the 10 campers from the “Wildmob” were also there and had taken the
best campsites. It was pretty hot as we humped our gear up the steeply sloping beach to our
campsites. After having paddled 26km we were all pretty tired. Roylen Bay had only an improvised
table under a tree, but did have a toilet.

Brampton to Goldsmith 26km Longest paddle of the trip

Thursday 15 September

Day 6 Circumnavigate Goldsmith 15.2km 3hr

Circumnavigate Goldsmith

Richard’s Typhoon 560 on Thomas

Circumnavigate Goldsmith

HT 9.38 5.03m
We chatted to the trip leader of Wildmob https://wildmob.org/ who said she would email Hayden
one of the caretakers on Lindeman and ask him to let us have some water. She also gave us some
info on the best beach to land on Thomas where there was at least a toilet seat over a hole in the
sand for us to use. The skipper of the Wildmob gave us the water that had been left over from his
campers which we gratefully accepted.
The group split up with Robin and Trevor paddling over to Farrier to do some fishing, and the rest of
us circumnavigating Goldsmith and Farrier in an anticlockwise direction. Farrier is a privately owned
island with a few houses and cabins and all tide access. Robin checked the place out for water and
although all the tanks were piped up we could have scooped water out of the intake opening on the
top.
We then followed the shoreline and chatted to the owner of a multi-million dollar cruiser who was
anchored in the bay protected from the light NE. We looked enviously at the luxury aboard and
would love to have been invited onboard…..but that didn’t happen.
By co-incidence the same cruiser was in the bay the next day at Thomas.
We arrived back with the tide halfway down the beach, and Trevor and Robin just behind us but no
fish. Trevor told us the story how he had hooked a stingray, that had towed him a km….the distance
gets longer with each telling of the story! We had a shower that afternoon with rain overnight.

Friday 16 September

Day 7 Goldsmith to Thomas 17km 2hr 35

HT 10.18 5.27m
Wind light SE as we left at 9.30 to paddle in overcast skies the 17km to Thomas.
Made great progress with wind and tide behind us. Had a break off Coppersmith Reef which had

Goldsmith to Thomas

some sort of monitoring station and equipment near the top. Paddled past the Eastern side of
Silversmith and then into the second bay on Thomas known as Naked Lady beach which
https://wildmob.org/ had recommended. It was drizzling as i put my tent up under a tree and not
far away from the “toilet” designated by a pink ribbon on the beach. It continued drizzling all
afternoon but cleared in the evening.

Saturday 17 September

Day 8 Thomas to Shaw 17.3km 2hr 50

HT 11.02 4.08m Full moon
No rain overnight and fine day with a light S of around 5knots as we headed to Shaw SW with our
sails up. Passed Lindeman to our left and landed in Neck Bay close to the National Parks sign.
From there it was around 100m walk across the Neck to the rock covered Eastern beach.
As far as camping goes, Shaw would have been the worst island we stayed at. Very limited flat sites,
no facilities at all and not even room for 6 campers. I had to “landscape “my site just off the high
water mark to make a flat area to sleep on with the rest of the tent sloping noticeably. Some of the
others got better sites than I did, but mine was the worst. It was stinking hot and I had no shade
until George took pity on me and bought over a small tarp. In the afternoon we walked the 100m
through what can almost be described as rainforest to the rocky beach on the other side. Robin
showed us how to get the oysters off the rocks, which he did with a lot of skill.

Thomas to Shaw

Sunday 18 September

Day 9 Shaw to Lindeman and return 13.8km 4hrs

HT 11.44 4.11m
Fine clear day with light N breeze. We left at 9.30 for a day trip, Shaw to Lindeman with the
caretakers Hayden and Rasta to be contacted for water. On the way over Robin headed for the first
northern beach past the resort to check it out for future camping. He rated it as pretty good with
plenty of shade and grassy spots to camp on.
We all stayed in our boats next to the jetty at Lindeman while Robin went searching for the
caretakers . After an exhaustive search he came back unable to find any sign of life. The resort was
starting to show serious signs of decay, but not as bad as Brampton. Desperate to get water we
found a kids wading pool that had some water in at and also a lot of algae. After an hour of
laboriously pumping this water through a purifier and then using a Steripen to sterilise it we ended
up with 8L. The filter was continuously blocking up making it hard work. I was lowest on water and
the 8L went into my 10L bladder.
At this point we gave up on the water collection and paddled the 400m over to Seaforth Island. To
our amazement it had 5 tables and 2 toilets, a large flat grassy area, but NO CAMPING DAY USE
ONLY sign. Thinking about our terrible camp spot on Shaw this was like an oasis and with bonus of
all tide access. We rated this 8/10 for camping for a future occasion.

Worst campsite of the trip on Shaw

Early morning mists on Shaw

Lindeman Jetty and Resort

Lindeman Resort slowly Decaying

Plenty of sailing in light SE

Desperate for water we filtered water from algae filled wading pool

Shaw to Lindeman Resort & Seaforth Island

Heading back to Shaw we spotted an electric buggy coming down to the jetty. Everyone about
turned to head back to the jetty, and Robin spoke to Rasta who was most obliging and went and got
us 30L of bottled water. All available bags were filled up and we would have stayed longer to chat to
our water saviour but the tide was dropping fast and we needed to head back to Shaw before it was
too low to land. We had calculated that 2.30 was the latest we could return, and eventually made it
by 1.45 The wind was pretty much on the nose, but with my SeaDog Commander, I was able to sail
higher than the other boats and arriving in with plenty of time to spare. The afternoon was stinking
hot and the only available shade was on the eastern side where we gathered to cool down. Robin
and Jurg again feasted on oysters.

Happy Hour

Seaforth Island Day use only

Seaforth Facilities – Potential camping ?

Monday 19 September Day 10 Shaw around Maher and return 13.4km 3hr
HT 12.29 4.06m
Hot day with light winds, we paddled around the western side of Shaw and then circumnavigated
Maher anticlockwise. The high cliffs leading straight down into deep water were spectacular, and
we all took our time taking in this magnificent scenery. George landed amongst some rocks near
what was potentially a water course but found nothing.
After the trip around Maher we pulled into Neck Bay for lunch. All had a refreshing dip and then
portaged the boats 20m across to the western side. Had lunch under a tree while Trevor who was
buggered, slept soundly, and then more swimming to cool down before heading home. Arrived back
3hrs after the top of the tide.

Maher Circumnavigation

Circumnavigate Maher from Shaw

Tuesday 20 September Day 11 Shaw to Chance Bay Whitsunday Island
18.2km 3hr
HT 1.17pm 3.25m
We decamped early and then waited for the tide to come in so that we could get the boats off the
beach. It was stinking hot and the group lay around under one remaining tarp and then had lunch,
before getting away at 12.24. We paddled past the majestic Pentecost Island in windless conditions
heading for Chance Bay on Whitsunday Island. The 18km took nearly 3 hrs in hot humid conditions.
Some of us were all set to camp on the beach until Robin pointed out the no camping sign and
directed us up the steep track to a cleared grassy area above the beach. It was a tough slog carrying
our gear up the track in these conditions, but once set up it was a great camp site. Facilities were 2
tables and a long drop toilet which we shared with some German and Chilean backpackers.

Shaw to Chance Bay Whitsunday Island

Wednesday 21 September Day 12
23.8km 5hr

Bath Time at Shaw

Chance Bay circumnavigate Haslewood

Circumnavigate Haslewood from Chance Bay

HT 2.18pm 3.16
Chance Bay had all tide access for the kayaks so were able to leave at 9.15 for a trip around
Haslewood Island. We paddled past the causeway which separates Haslewood from N Haslewood
and then with Lupton Island to our right we paddled around the top and then stopped at a sandy
beach north of Chalkies for lunch.
Returning home we pushed the tide in the Solway Passage with Jurg, Beatrice and Richard paddling
close to shore and getting around easily. Trevor struggled coming home up the middle of the
Passage with his Pacific Action sail flapping in the non existent wind. That night Trevor was first to
bed with snoring coming from his tent within one minute of him hitting the sack, He was also the
last to get up the following morning after 11hrs of uninterrupted sleep.

Thursday 22 September Day 13 Chance Bay to Whitehaven Beach 12.3km
2hr 25

Chance Bay

Tea break while waiting for tide to come in between Haslewood & Lupton

Beautiful Whitehaven Beach – packed with tourists

Whitehaven Beach from Lookout

Next trip – no more camping!!

Chance Bay through Solway Passage to Whitehaven Beach

LT 8.51 0.79
Another beautiful day with an early morning zephyr of W breeze.
Trevor was advised by trip leader to stay in camp to recover in preparation for the following days
major paddle to Henning.
We left just before 9am to paddle through the Solway Passage to Whitehaven Beach. The beach was
already packed with visitors and tour boats anchored just offshore. Another really hot day and after
several swims we sat in the shade to view the scenery on the beach. Being school holidays the
campsite was full and a far cry from the peace and tranquillity of our campsite in Chance Bay. After
a final swim we had the fun of riding the currents and swirling tide in the Solway Passage on the way
home arriving in time to have some lunch in camp.
In the afternoon Jurg, Beatrice, Richard and Robin walked the 5.5km return trip to Whitehaven
Beach stopping at the lookout on the way.

Friday 23 September.

Henning all tide access

Day 14 Chance Bay to Henning 14.3km 2hr40

Whitsunday -Chance Bay to Henning

LT 10.18 0.83m
We decamped and left Chance Bay at 9.15 an hour before the bottom of the tide, just making it over
the coral on our way out of the bay. The wind was SE as we headed out of the Bay at around 12
knots and almost on the nose. The leaders stopped at Craig Point for a major regroup as Jurg and
Beatrice had fallen a long way behind due to some issues on leaving the beach. The plan had been
to follow the shoreline into the next bay but that would have necessitated some windward work and
with the likelihood of the wind increasing Robin decide to make a beeline for Henning, passing
Hamilton and between Fitzalan and Whitsunday islands. Being close to Hamilton there was a lot of
boat traffic as well as planes taking off and landing. We arrived at the campsite at Henning just
before 12pm and were delighted to see the tables, toilet and grass to camp on. Robin clearly saved
the best for last as it was without doubt the best campsite of our entire trip. We had the place to
ourselves apart from some day trippers that wandered through the campsite to the toilets. The
happy hour that evening lasted longer than usual with all the left over grog being consumed,
ensuring that we were dry leaving Henning the next day, all be it with some sore heads!

Best for last - Henning campsite

Saturday 24 September Day 15 Henning to Shute Harbour 15.2km 2hr 10

Henning to Shute Harbour

LT 11.39 0.75
Another fine day for the trip back to Shute Harbour. Henning having all tide access we were able to
leave at 8.30 and arrived back at Shute Harbour at 10.40 near the bottom of the tide. On the way
over we paddled close to South Molle, Sandy Bay for a regroup and then navigated the rocky
outcrop leading into Shute Harbour.
Carrying the fully laden boats with straps, up from the mud, was the hardest part of the trip back
and it was with great relief that we carried the last boat onto the grass.
The cars were driven down from the top carpark, the vehicles packed, boats washed and loaded and
we were away by around 12.30 to drive to Rocky. Met up at the Southside Holiday Village where we
stayed overnight and all went out to dinner with a few of us having Chicken Parmigiana and a cold
beer that we had craved for throughout the trip. We thanked Robin and Jurg for the meticulous
planning that had gone into the trip to make it such a success.

Sunday 25 September Day 16 Drive Rocky to Brisbane arriving home at 4pm
Report Richard Sharpe

